Investing for Success

Under this agreement for 2018
Harlaxton State School will receive

$95,527

This funding will be used to

- Increase attendance rates to 90% for Whole School and Indigenous students and decrease behaviour notifications and suspensions by 5%.
- Increase the proportion of students reading National Minimum Standards (NMS) in NAPLAN Reading by 5% in Year 3 and Year 5.
- Increase staff teaching capacity (Spelling, Reading & Comprehension) increasing school’s Spelling and Reading ages to 75% at or above year level expectations.
- Increase student identification, verification and differentiation by purchasing extra Speech Pathology and Guidance Officer time.
- Increasing student capability with online learning to improve school performance in the Upper Two Bands (U2B) in NAPLAN.

Our initiatives include

- Create learning opportunities for the parents/carers by welcoming them at Harmony and NAIDOC celebrations utilising Community Participation Officer to further our community links.
- Build teacher Data Literacy skills for teaching, tracking and analysing student results through implementation of CARS & STARS programs across the school.
- Build student capacity by implementing the Macquarie Multi-Lit Program across the school.
- Participate in Cluster pre and post moderation sessions ensuring assessment tools appropriate and aligned to achievement standards for monitoring student growth.
- Continue successful Reading intervention using research based program Multi-Lit to build student Reading capacity, supported by STLaN team, extending these practices into classrooms.
- Purchase extra Speech Pathology time to identify, verify and differentiate for students and provide POLEY (Programs for Oral Language and Literacy in the Early Years/Prep).
- Y program in Prep.
- Use Impact “Comprehend It”, Deadly Readers (Deadly Digitalis) and Dynamic Deadlies to increase student Reading and Comprehension targeting building U2B student capability.

Our school will improve student outcomes by

| Fund continued implementation of Multi-Lit program and CARS & STARS. | $75,045 |
| Provide Indigenous/EALD students and family support to participate in education (Part school Funded). | $4,000 |
| Fund extra Speech Pathology time. | $8,241 |
| Fund extra Guidance Officer time. | $8,241 |
| **Total** | **$95,527** |
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*Funding amount estimated on 2017 data. Actual funding will be determined after 2018 enrolment data are finalised.